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One 
 
In a box and in a boat some difference, 
More similar by senses drawn between; 
Floats does every box I can remember, 
Packing in a hold, boat’s a container; 
Having each distinctive sides, top bottom, 
Neither flies nor has a fruit alike shaped, 
Neither would exist without invention; 
In emptiness their use is incomplete; 
Tiniest boats cross ocean, lake and river, 
In a box objects sit crossing over time; 
Two, having qualities of each other. 
 
 
 
Two 
 
Why in dream no sense but those of waking? 
Identicality mirror betrays. 
Does operate cyclical re-uses? 
Image’s center wheeled, outward flies? 
Resistance met with inclination filled? 
Neutral mind to thought reacts a balance. 
Pry seal to a moment’s parts release, 
To reconstruct with pieces further pieced. 
Connections seek, with finding, making split, 
Divide, opposed pre-sequent of combine. 
Knotting, twirl to rope separate segments, 
Accord an end continual amend. 
Experience transcends attentive width, 
Reconstitute, reflection newly known. 
 
 
 
Three 
 
Physical property spirit assumes? 
By form inside of matter feeling shaped? 
Attending worldly movement a step is. 
Directing thought to follow, actions learn. 
Time when understanding lacks connection, 
Become by labor thinking well attached. 
Then acknowledged, matter to will bending. 
So toying in substantial invention, 
Level relations, unity infused. 
Feeling link to vastest distant passage, 
Experience too thin for knowledge’s sieve. 
Fundamentally revise intention, 
Give spirit ways can spirit only be, 
As excellent material most makes. 
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Four 
 
How find what nor would be, opposing dreams, 
Figure possible, examining want, 
By selection’s mechanism working. 
Experiencing, part becomes preferred. 
Match desire leaving else rejected. 
To the liking pick, chance given, careful. 
A disappointment re-negotiate. 
Taking rejection, learn of moving on, 
Subtleties all sensed, a trial’s ending, 
Envalue what to vision corresponds. 
Success exact comparison relates, 
In happiness does life resemble love. 
Fearing only improvement’s change denied, 
Letting motions gather, fuse, strengthens yes. 
 
 
 
Five 
 
Within past, distant meanings unsought lie. 
No lack of curiosity obstructs, 
Would ability simply magnify. 
Translate to understanding’s current mode, 
Transfer energy-inefficiency. 
Accept loss as loss, sponging up the sea? 
Of the present salvage, documenting, 
But better, by the present sense refine. 
Tools to fathom change to remake perception, 
How knowing now to history applies, 
On future’s surest sign predict – surprise. 
Diverse systems to one plan adhere, 
So watching come and go the whole explains. 
Allowing only need to present tend. 
 
 
 
Six 
 
An illusion, fantasy-filled, not love. 
She had some beauty, but I made it more. 
I praised her poetry of verses poor. 
Thinking her selfishness all childish charm, 
Not one so sweet as she could, knowing, harm. 
Her heart be cruel?  Impossibility! 
Just girlish pranks conveying hidden jest. 
Her meanness patient understanding got, 
Meaner yet since aggravated me not. 
Disturbance’s plot seemed attention’s ploy, 
Until kind responses met rejection. 
O gentle acceptances, hope betrayed! 
By care I sought a dream to live, enact, 
Loving the way I needed given love. 
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Seven 
 
On with next’s non-stop perpetuity, 
Will or without must all, stirring, end not. 
Minimal delays obstruct no passage, 
Challenge eventuality’s patience? 
Vastest cycle or smallest segment’s length, 
Scale’s measure re-choose for convenience. 
A moment brings infinity to heart, 
Pulse to pulse, rest between, spans endlessness. 
Though well impressed, pure time no marking bears, 
Since selfsame stuff is future, present, past. 
Monumental substance living’s within, 
That each it’s own a rive of time can have. 
Continuity’s insistence believe, 
What wears away encourages not faith. 
 
 
 
Eight 
 
Impairing inspiration’s giddy sport, 
The formless god congestion, bearing choke; 
(Once-realized rejection overwhelmed 
Must be, accepting all by spirit’s merge) 
An arch between hallways identical, 
When blocked invites passage to mystery . 
Perhaps thus unbinding such unknowneds, 
Separate ways immediate one become. 
Present most-fit act must wait unworking, 
In pausing rest obtains until’s effect. 
Colored, polished hope entice’s trial, 
Though folly mostly gains at chances spin. 
By goal’s arrival measure unsuccess, 
Prevent, allow co-operate, are same. 
 
 
 
Nine 
 
Circumlocution’s mannered example, 
Learn from circles rounding, then abandon, 
Wishing to find idea’s location, 
Leads through worldish paths, returning to mind. 
Seeking home, as foreigner must travel, 
In strangeness find familiarity, 
Perusing present fortune, given wealth. 
Receiving love inverse to love’s giving, 
One rids the feeling one would most retain. 
Odd how exchanges challenge good reason, 
Odd that reason’s say accords no senses. 
To disembark must first make step aboard, 
Experience, use impact to transcend. 
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Ten  
 
How poetry makes what poetry does, 
Giving descriptive place to nameless things. 
Calling but a beckon of ideas 
Formed noticing self-similarity, 
That part resembles what it used to be. 
Telling of occurring change’s movement, 
View unlasting moment’s oscillation, 
By stating log one passing turn of time, 
Sense behavior’s steady operations, 
Find mechanism’s interchanging rate, 
Saying, choose one section’s fascination. 
One poem’s theme a title may receive, 
The work’s extent referred to, understood, 
Though the happening said, unboxed remains.  
 
 
 
Eleven 
 
That ten thousand ways can form one saying, 
Shows precise illumination partial. 
Even said well a portion does omit, 
While the future, new insights displaying, 
Thus amends what stated would be final. 
With meaning’s adhesion attaching word 
To aspects known chosen for example, 
Isolating instance for convenience. 
Ragged language, fabric loosely fraying, 
Poor canvas covers not all would be said, 
Itself the patch and tool itself to mend. 
Three times removed, articulation, 
Firstly sense, a feeling, later thought of, 
Then for understanding’s link given say. 
 
 
 
Twelve  
 
Thought’s dictation set to line, extracted, 
Develop parts by reflection opposed. 
With shut eyes plunging bucket into well, 
Sensing moment’s offer accept full draught. 
Feeling liquid friction crossing palate, 
In length of centered pause acquire taste. 
Let mingle, liquid’s way becoming blood, 
Now united newly operating. 
Apply through light, full course give pouring shine, 
Exposing form, awakening color. 
Shapes fall following pattern, tendency, 
Thus a theme to distill fitting passage. 
Phrase affirming tone’s resonant meaning, 
Completely making said in unity. 
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Thirteen  
 
Finding humor, laughing out of a dream, 
Ha, then ending lines of a joke I spoke. 
Something about horses, an entered race, 
Incongruous context, hilarity. 
I lay awakening with funniness, 
Turning on my side to curl with giggle, 
Loosening big toe sheet twisted around, 
My living day it’s form began to take. 
Battalions of marching concerns arrive, 
I bid them dancing holler, whoop they do. 
No more breakfast fruit, I sip fine water, 
Greet morning’s poverty with widest smile. 
Hesitating chuckles fill each moment, 
An illusion-haled happiness I live. 
 
 
 
Fourteen  
 
Re-say known, putting everything anew, 
Adding all to itself, rebuild vision. 
Noting every aspect, order in time, 
How relation’s change amends nature’s way. 
This translate form experience to verb, 
Of knowledge pieces sweep, recollecting, 
Restring in sense by full telling’s labor, 
The enormity of wholeness include. 
Adapting universal, form derive 
Which by it’s being assumes, springing forth. 
Reflect each quality’s complete account, 
‘Till comparison identity holds. 
In this construction castle feeling, thought, 
Where dwelling, existence’s fresh meaning see.   
 
 
 
Fifteen  
 
Why one way becomes not two, instead splits, 
Showing plurality’s separate points. 
Moment’s elasticity agreeing, 
Unfolding time directs well single turns. 
For one to multiplicity attend, 
Divide to simultaneous demands. 
Enacting motive’s simple connection, 
Self networks duly widen, made complex. 
Growing’s principle outbranching allows, 
Brief digressions only, not re-trunking. 
New entities supply each waiting change, 
While onward’s impulse draws the whole along, 
Universal expansion’s certainty 
By progress possibility extends.  
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Sixteen  
 
What keeps day’s procession rounding ever, 
While quelching doubt and regulating faith? 
Denying not uncertainty, question, 
Challenged or no, new day does sure arise. 
This cycle admits come governing strength, 
Such pattern no accident or mistake. 
Though in knowledge’s possibility, 
Causeless worry is of no next morning, 
Multiply assurance with every week, 
Consistency this behavior presents. 
By way bearing message no language holds, 
A vast machination of incidents. 
Secure continuity seems saying 
Wholeness to completion is working forth. 
 
 
 
Seventeen  
 
I figured, but where such figure I got? 
Sought yes, found an abominable not. 
Deep consideration, what substance that? 
How resembles world’s part in picturing? 
If experience thinking’s mold, also, 
Understanding enlightens living way. 
This not suggests a link or unity? 
Of ideas lacking correspondence, 
Of places so obscure no thought touches, 
System working unbuilt, most incomplete. 
Mind informed, searching plan’s acknowledgement, 
But faulty map delaying exploration. 
Reform, refine, out and inner combine, 
Working until the two as one agree.  
 
 
 
Eighteen  
 
By sense and feeling know of losing place, 
Half actual, half thought, from center strayed. 
From bearing, navigation’s tool, take view, 
Sight setting from certain location found. 
By heart reside in every moment’s home, 
Realizing love this sweet fullness gives. 
How then willing selfhood part wrong becomes? 
Due attention misappropriated? 
Perhaps the eye that sees lacks whole vision, 
Or inner well’s depth unstirred, unfathomed. 
Relay between, extending balance, test, 
A delicate simultaneity. 
Living exploration, find way making, 
Follow, building changing plan of progress. 
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Nineteen  
 
Nature’s necessity, exact demand, 
In posture being’s order obliges. 
Down spillways water carries as though asked, 
Makes rushing splash in joyful compliance. 
Daylong length, it’s quota’s certain measure 
With time fills, never oversaturates. 
Distances drawn become a scheme between, 
From each extends position’s mobile fix. 
Of follow’s principle, repetition, 
By resemblance does growth consent admit. 
Each part itself reports given station, 
Alteration unsquares static content. 
Manifests of forming will serve trial, 
All within infinity’s present sweep.  
 
 
 
Twenty  
 
A farewell departure accompanies, 
Until leaving needless give good-bye frame. 
With returning greet, conveying welcome, 
After first seeing, talk attends to stay. 
No effort opens unbarred entrance way, 
Attempt but waste before this folly’s found. 
What sense withdraws from threats lacking substance? 
Dimmed perception from shadowed halls of thought. 
From plan extracting worry, insecure, 
That fortress of concern were best unbuilt. 
Buffering direct experiences, 
Minding program. Problems by foresight smooth; 
Consideration’s size must meet deadline, 
Lest passive wait annul action’s moment. 
 
 
 
Twenty-one  
 
Of manner and custom tradition makes, 
Generating rich continuity. 
Use outworn with impracticality, 
Deep study ancient human feeling yields. 
Leaving civil ways, nature reveals 
Turning entirety’s re-consistence. 
Bone, blood and breath measures living being, 
Earth, sea and sky combined system’s organ. 
Little fear of coming change un-selving, 
As time won’t just sudden new form assume. 
Thus drawn, a working cyclic heritage, 
Explant example’s meant repetition, 
Conveys to sense intention’s property, 
So lush and vast this statement’s replayed ring.  
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Twenty-two  
 
Significance marks as constructing forms, 
Faulted projects a failure modifies. 
Proportion’s sense bred, uncultivating 
Presumptive heritage, do unassume. 
Gage instrumental influence at start, 
Deny originality’s notion. 
Deft precision’s measure moment uses, 
Method’s built progression, time supported. 
Simplicity distills gross abstractions, 
For convenience, sign whole repressetning. 
Such flat idea’s purpose not initial, 
Just evaluative back-formation. 
No unstudied embrace yields beginning, 
Confirms anew one intricate vast way. 
 
 
 
Twenty-three  
 
Existence, singular arch, self-contouring, 
Subject to physic’s working principles. 
Dark ocean floor sprouts desert flowers none, 
Sun’s surface sympathizes not water. 
All’s within elemental allowance, 
Parenthetical possibility. 
Substantial agreement’s sure support, 
Permission given full encouragement, 
Being’s desire, manifold within 
Individual action’s wide margin. 
Propelling interest, one combines, divides, 
Unique interdependence changing lets. 
Ability’s enclosure meet, re-set, 
Onward’s gift extends to way’s expansion.  
 
 
 
Twenty-four  
 
Blank’s nature, with unmet demand best draw, 
Contrast universe and infinite pause. 
Death’s proper program living habit breaks, 
When gone, by being’s absence loss measure. 
Finding emptiness in passage’s wake, 
Too see space reserved in expectation. 
Discover not unlaid plan’s missing points, 
In operations only troubles lie. 
From is toward could, aching, anticipate, 
As knowing’s matter into hope compounds. 
Apparent entirety newness shrugs, 
How reason answer question yet unasked? 
Sensing need begins creation’s signal, 
Way perceiving can be where what isn’t.  
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Twenty-five  
 
Unencircled size, to unknown beckon, 
Present wonder sues exploration’s call. 
Through universe use open sense’s guide, 
Know situation by closest contact. 
Pay attention, find contemplation’s depth, 
Employ love’s natural experience. 
Give location time’s due, then departing, 
Seek place’s astounding aspect, unique. 
No need travel unspaced empty expanse, 
There’s continuous actuality. 
As now to next leads, principle follow, 
Fill moments noting passage’s fresh step. 
Facing always new territory’s edge, 
Carry self through endless working beauty.  
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One 
 
Awaiting mid-phrase winter’s slowing seas, 
Casual, confidential, turning up. 
Worst whenever plastic combinations 
Inscript not full scan under swivel’s plate. 
Correctly bland relations making space, 
Pauses sternest patience call it’s meaning. 
Conferring closely keys, to symmetry, 
Where class and object’s mattering contend. 
Notion pulls decision from funneled hat, 
Release on mighty bed-time-darkened screen. 
Between links of sense importance peering, 
Dammed course, convenient unknown scrip-scrap lost. 
Broken sweeping tonnage a moment keeps, 
Assuming now named shaping’s next perception.  
 
 
 
Two  
 
In dry and stillish counterpoint, react, 
While flipping semblance brings occasion’s dream. 
Under proper reflection, completely, 
Declare perception’s canister report. 
Unified response that no stretch departs, 
Every distance only distance within. 
Unintroduced, mid-thematic presence, 
The core and pressure sped producing time. 
One issue fixes, follows change unmarked, 
Curving boundless ring (improperly called). 
Shifting stance confronts no edge, no margin, 
Accepting being, duty’s cosmic rule, 
On, going’s primary conformity, 
Self-involving, let endlessness relax. 
 
 
 
Three  
 
Concerning pleasantly affirmative 
Clues indicating universe’s way; 
Marvel’s constant humor to sense up steps. 
Unity’s interlocking ever-fold, 
Trial surge throughout network’s distribution. 
Purpose within broadcast form suspended, 
Being’s chance become in kindly matter. 
Now forward-facing side-armed walking shows 
One navigation through substanced time-drift. 
Add variation’s practice-brought beauty, 
All-fulling, joyful possibilities. 
Sight-suggesting day, dream allowing night, 
Followed, opportunity’s directive 
Consigns life’s brilliance, temporarily.  
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Four  
 
O just a-looking for some central point, 
Though every guess as good as truth contains. 
Unbalanced to perfection, morning signs, 
What blessed moment could contain all once? 
Thinking’s peak lacks solid correspondence, 
Through arrangement inner scenes build accord. 
This the love of love, loving loving, 
Ten seconds ten times better, ten times worse. 
Eventuality, future tensing, 
Crushes chance for ultimated presence. 
Since all in chance identity applies, 
Single by successive similarity. 
Does universe an apex entertain, 
In absolute interior contained?  
 
 
 
Five  
 
Trimmed fancy, labored court of concealment, 
The slip-step passage where ideas hide. 
Confirming several cautious endeavors, 
By clerical switch proper angles meet. 
Other costs from section, corresponding 
Protection’s preference, sly integrity. 
Moment’s release, a shine of a dream’s bit, 
From resolution to fully relax. 
Visibility’s shot to trail’s end, 
Cornered in discussion’s spiral beauty. 
One’s motion becomes severality, 
Dense formation, after-image erased. 
Each place exposes everywhere’s extension, 
Where lies loam rooting appearance’s stem?  
 
 
 
Six  
 
Endurity’s event, tide-wise, sounding, 
Overlapping, remarkably renewed. 
No two unactually one, many’s dreamt; 
Being’s corner, usage resurrected. 
Time’s lunging draw, completely variate, 
Employs flat contractual dominance.  
Once I heard that disciplines of magic, 
Daily attended, this world could free. 
Exciting idea, sweeping death’s vent 
With generation’s vital greenery. 
Where stay remains, going accompanies, 
Entirety’s detailed topography. 
Waste awaits action, employ awaits rest, 
Exchanging, doing’s continuity.  
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Seven  
 
Perhaps addressage to audience splits, 
A mere-sided decay, absorption’s rule. 
Meant in long standing, a service provide, 
But hunger unmet, demand unsupplied, 
Reach you to teach you, ask first for reply. 
Through thickened dimensions signals relay, 
A context, a contact, diffuse, display. 
A song and a step, a sight and a say, 
In memory blends, from vital to grey. 
Brilliance a freshness, eternally new, 
Mysterious stuff of ancience reborn. 
Intention’s direction no state maintains, 
Aligning attempt, un-envelope faith.    
 
 
 
Eight  
 
Health of air, health of water, health of earth, 
Simple concourse, living circule relay. 
Sense’s cross-fixture, fundamental grant; 
Moment’s hurdle, situation’s billow; 
Inter-piece, free progressive construction. 
Grand cycle, unnamed-ability’s one. 
Processive smoothing, lifed resolution. 
No hollowed pierce, no truly solid mass, 
Physical denies conception’s order; 
Substance postures idea’s static grace, 
Holds wonder’s stance, embraces time, decays. 
Ingested redistribution only, 
Through passages of cleanliness, warmth, light, 
Each all becoming, becoming again.   
 
 
 
Nine  
 
Enumbered station, direst ascension, 
Inside magnified immediacy 
Follows simultaneity stepwise. 
Closure’s spontaneity withdraws right? 
Illumination’s smelt, gathering speed. 
Amid initial passage spring returns, 
That one in chance’s cycles multiplies. 
Duration’s gestured wisdom, mystery, 
Calls itself the self of selfhood calling. 
Entirety’s allotment assessment? 
Cosmic schedule neither late nor early,  
this navigation neither straight nor turned, 
existence-locked experience undone. 
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Ten  
 
A quick look, then resummation’s motion, 
Returning to pre-glance activity. 
Thus addresses intuition’s nudges, 
From manifold center of knowing mind. 
Doing’s ensuing, active’s entailing, 
Consolidating concentration’s will; 
Greatest success but grasped incompletion, 
Thinking, endless complex voluntary, 
Takes direction though in itself resides, 
In one being’s fleck of infinity, 
Living paces this evolving drama; 
Seeming course of single simplicity 
In relation integration opens. 
 
 
 
Eleven  
 
Calling to wonder, earth’s purpose, fit use, 
Radiating aspect of light and time. 
Slow transformation, season’s withdrawal, 
Day’s addition winds along curved temper. 
Embrace’s fond heat, generation’s pool, 
Nourishing ascension’s rise, lasting love. 
Meeting matter’s friction, make surface worn, 
Engine’s passing study covering strips. 
Living’s single all-familiar status, 
Cellward circulating, life-pumping, flush.  
Lightning, flame and icecap’s cool relation, 
Driven motions, pause’s unstirring step; 
Nature’s fevered spectrum in place collect, 
All find respect within circled degree. 
 
 
 
 
Twelve  
 
 
In this present coursing of pre-sent cores, 
Center-sending’s allward reach releasing. 
A promised part in all’s acquiring, 
An undrawn piece of open-endedness. 
But how charming fill-in-the-blank freedom’s 
Illusion, mere elemental gamble. 
Not wholly flexible, never static, 
Bends mighty, coiled language’s tongue path. 
Visibility, advertising choices, 
Speckles infinite space with density. 
Being’s meet, experience seeking self, 
Ever generating possible ways. 
Surging moment invitation outlays, 
By rearrangement letting flow renew. 
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Thirteen  
 
Intentionalized, the done of doing, 
Act of crossing idea’s brilliant bridge. 
Expectation’s fill, expressive union, 
Pliant reformation, labor’s action. 
Unleashing timidity’s reservoir, 
New involvement’s circulating expanse. 
Springing march from private ruin onward, 
System’s reinforcement stepwise climbing. 
Re-direct to wonder doubt’s dreadful thrill, 
Attaching joy’s emphasis to unknowns. 
Seizing momentum’s spherical bundle, 
Enliven with restoration’s prospect. 
Beginning other action’s newer dream, 
Infinite line enlivening beauty. 
 
 
 
Fourteen  
 
In then up ed of doing, simply fit, 
Surety, firmness, replacing concern. 
Inward focus, concentration’s centre, 
Knowing impulse, fashion thought’s rounding way. 
Opening, peeling, wrong’s removal, blank, 
To regeneration’s freshness avail. 
Recollecting doubt-refracted pieces, 
Discard, insert reconstitution’s mix. 
Actual enform, bringing side to edge, 
Connecting is with properties of need. 
Making become, outward mobility, 
Show relations representing vision, 
Idea’s image, well together put, 
Of human feeling understood between. 
 
 
 
Fifteen  
 
Being, mysterious-most by time-scale, 
Enduring protuberance, regenerate. 
Extensive boundary stretching change’s chance, 
What filled center ever-increasing does? 
Together’s magic loom each part weaves all, 
No extra thread, nor waste’s isolation. 
Ending’s no ending by a rung begun, 
Compass encircling meaningful intent? 
Individuality’s separate whim, 
But intertwining gravity and loft. 
Why of continuation’s rebuilding, 
Absolute completion, perfection’s aim? 
Progressing existence, vision employ, 
Through cycle undertaken, new ways made. 
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Sixteen  
 
Intended end, death’s mistaken meaning, 
Since boxed perception’s own corners can’t pass. 
Would endlessness start discontinuing? 
Serial inception’s due date expire? 
Mere thoughty logic for beyond reasons, 
Finding unfound, experience reveals. 
Look at life and living’s implications, 
Begun and done, knowing’s reference between. 
Call peach of tree, tree of earth, sunlight, sky, 
No entity on separateness relies. 
In sight’s measured limit closest notice, 
Subtle signs of widening, expansion, 
Moment’s eternal regeneration, 
In such altogether oneness, what dies? 
 
 
 
Seventeen  
 
Civilized intentions, sweet sentiments, 
Motion’s light gesture, love’s mild reflection. 
Wrist and ankle, hand and foot measures, 
Synchronic motion’s fully moving grace. 
Breathing pulsing cycles music forming, 
Timed intonation, dynamic spirit. 
Color’s felt relation image defines, 
Apply paint picturing visual sense. 
Stone’s removal, molten pour, assemblage, 
Stood-for culture, monumental sculpture,  
A home, habitation’s living practice, 
Structures balance-built, architect erect. 
Articulation deftly sentence fills, 
Language, phrased delight, worded eloquence. 
 
 
 
Eighteen  
 
What unsectioned beauty future awaits, 
To which must passing presence tolerate. 
Thinking’s brilliant models uncompleted, 
Through time with sifting labors must endure. 
To unknown place from places known depart, 
Reach past well-traveled paths, discovery. 
Working structure’s able renovations, 
Make system familiar, then contribute. 
Extending newness from authority, 
Emphasize by difference correlation. 
Way of familiarity loving, 
Learn exotic change’s warm embraces. 
Repercussions marking each invention, 
Approaching alterations raising faith. 
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Nineteen  
 
Miracle agreement, marvelous yes, 
In unity of unity possess. 
Numbering relation, agreement’s sum, 
Discover working recombinations. 
Toward perfection’s model distance passing, 
Bountiful potential, permission’s gain. 
In psyche’s sleep desire’s allowance, 
Adhere to living dreams, discarding else. 
Make available production’s array, 
Those succeed, future’s direction turning. 
Onward’s continuity, ceaseless grant, 
Time’s forward dispersal, not reversal. 
Smooth situation connection’s lining, 
Conducts a universe of unmet ways. 
 
 
 
Twenty  
 
Any thought’s beginning, ideaed start, 
Origin’s engine pulls development. 
Creation’s cause, concept’s built fulfillment, 
Destroys hesitation’s idle partners. 
In thermodynamic motivation, 
Infinity makes possibility. 
Reformations throughout course segmented, 
Continuous differentiations. 
Serial progression’s illusive line, 
Light’s actuality, unbroken, smooth. 
Representation for method’s meaning, 
Every way taken is a way along. 
Silence awaiting participation, 
All aspects and activity includes. 
 
 
 
Twenty-one  
 
Actually balance hidden center hides, 
Universal maintenance, self-allied. 
All inclusive elemental juggle, 
Popping free release until returning. 
Purposes of parts well met in usage, 
Active paths of need working open ways,. 
One through lasting change becomes another, 
Belies disintegration’s unity. 
May program circle, or some form unknown, 
Consistency formulates assurance, 
By a sense of knowledge, dreamt or fortuned, 
Focusing on nature calm strength gather. 
Infinity does everything respect, 
Exposing finality’s illusion. 
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Twenty-two  
 
A problem is the problem’s sighting of, 
By manifold discoveries outlay. 
Were searching for joy all joyous searching, 
As hidden recognitions enter mind. 
The sides of one sway to central meeting, 
Time’s suspended reconciliation. 
Periphery beholds unconnection, 
In separate state to be together put. 
Active singularity’s illusion, 
Along with any doing all is done. 
Continuation’s goal not completion,  
But in ending’s absence waits depending, 
By moment’s independence unified. 
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One  
 
Pause-melted feeling, warm reflection’s cause, 
Of occasional moments numbered thus. 
This resonance of sounds with yearful width, 
Mighty oscillation, time’s living tone. 
From distance associations recall, 
Memory’s dark station well relighting. 
Lost dream’s descent, sparking thought’s arisal, 
In tending be progressively renewed. 
With vision’s angle galloping degrees, 
Age-expanded remembrances depth bring. 
Uncasing mind from concentration’s train, 
Unfold, behold passage’s linked progress. 
By calm withdrawing stillness, motion mark, 
Aside, standing watch, witness knowing’s stream. 
 
 
 
Two  
 
To the incorruptible spine of word, 
Unchanging base of shining clarity. 
From ever use with meaning grown enfleshed, 
A form with moment’s life become enphrased. 
Origin yielding mutative beauties, 
How arose an instance for creation? 
What sight, what thought, what re-enactment made? 
What reflective pause, deep felt decision? 
Upon unblocked ancestral emotion 
Is a dancing language, timed, depending. 
From leprosy, hunger disappearing, 
Unspokens rot to skeletal decay. 
Then returning unspelt to untongued times, 
Each point’s termed inception up collecting. 
 
 
 
Three  
 
May in returning explanation be, 
A path re-crossed, widening, deeper worn. 
Absence carries brightest recollections, 
Melding loss with hopes to what was never. 
New spectacles in accumulation, 
With vision’s altered slice places compare. 
From journey’s stir to stop, new passing time, 
Reach familiar steps, encapsulating. 
Understanding nod, affirmed emotion, 
Realization’s eager engines disengage. 
Through movement living knowledge gathering, 
Apply discovered uses during rest. 
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Four  
 
All thoughts keeping at widest distance most,  
Undrawn, unknown, unnumbered, left apart. 
Close instead with emotion’s lighted warmth, 
One simple endless dazzled fount within. 
O no more of state and stance, ideas, 
Causeless circle, ceaseless question’s hunger. 
Fullnesses of love envelopes presence. 
Encircling completion’s thrilly edge. 
To counterpoise with wt swift decision, 
Deftest mental markings to blandish fade. 
Upon a balance situation’s sense, 
Removing fulcrum, bring opposed to rest. 
Thinking pinnacled knowledges ascends, 
Being’s invitation calls living each. 
 
 
 
Five  
 
Along illumination’s searching turns, 
To know eternal configurations. 
Inside, along, away, changeful placements, 
A mighty consistency endures hold. 
Commons of particulars boiled made, 
Steaming principality’s clear-based soup. 
Fitting sense in mindful combination, 
Form understanding’s many-sided grasp. 
Experience’s interconnection, 
With tomorrow’s uncornered relations. 
What vessel’s shape within all stirring is? 
What motion’s sway continues various? 
Why first awareness questions answers not? 
How when dismantled, universe rebuild? 
 
 
 
Six  
 
In circularity’s certain instance, 
Completion’s parts simultaneous sit. 
Action wound, for time’s decompression waits, 
Development’s rigorous order plays. 
Potential’s indentation mainspring sets, 
Meets moment’s tension with release unwound. 
No unconnected passage rambles lone, 
By indirection chance’s trigger trip. 
Mechanism’s miracle renewal, 
Magnetic sway restarting season’s pulse. 
Operation’s dutiful companion, 
Governing unorderly congestion. 
Intersection, possibility swarmed, 
In attended passage itself conforms. 
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Seven  
 
Might I, in compound of years, sun to sun, 
Know what program’s purpose living does make? 
Once entrenched, in timely matters too chained, 
Fill vast periphery with dulling grey. 
Hug acceptance’s toiling compromise, 
Saying ever lesser still betters worse. 
Face expanding failure vigor fading, 
Or drop torch that’s long been passed unbunring. 
By passion aged rigidity stretch fresh, 
From seeing feel, guiding thought to action. 
Renewing faith in ever-present love, 
Such love return, accept, inter-exchange. 
Then from framed existence outward calling, 
New being’s realization endure. 
 
 
 
Eight  
 
By obstacle’s gradual departure, 
Clouded retraction backed sky revealing. 
Such seen, sit watching for heaven’s cleavage, 
Envisioning a purity beyond. 
This hoping masters method’s onward push, 
Through light and solid stations understood. 
Single flight multiplicity passes, 
Speed gathering experience’s joy. 
Stage to stage becoming concrete setting, 
Metamorphic entity give focus. 
Infinite ranges possibility,  
Horizon’s reach forever unenclosed. 
In sensing common’s continuity, 
Change’s material to mind apply. 
 
 
 
Nine  
 
Properly encompassing, widen mind, 
In equal sizing meet with universe. 
Through self-knowledge’s introspective path, 
Seek binding commonality without. 
Encapsuled experience imparting, 
Language’s associative prospect. 
Knowing each from every equal distance,  
Find everywhere what’s ultimately near. 
What’s-done-in-saying mechanism’s work, 
Say into making, creation’s alloy. 
Listened understanding, sightful notice, 
Actual from possible extracting. 
In kindness clothing gentle loving thought, 
Bear living continuity’s attire. 
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Ten  
 
Part of what governed whole does a raindrop make? 
In unconjectured tally account? 
As bodied water, vapor, clouded fall, 
Absorption, consummation, resumption. 
Operative suggestory employment 
Models individual behavior. 
Through interactive elemental fields, 
Idiosyncratic allowable forms. 
Similarity in difference obtains, 
Variable circularity’s cause. 
Between system’s interfacing edges, 
Cosmicity’s agreeable exchange. 
Universe of passing proposition, 
Although recordless, by existence marked. 
 
 
 
Eleven  
 
Opposing values together what make? 
Partners in complementation unify. 
Each defying identicality, 
Universality exists matchless. 
Might nay matter another attend, 
Combinations tired until unlocking. 
Selective division, development, 
Section unto section compounding whole. 
Through selfhood’s extension vibration. 
Attuning act, exchange’s vibration. 
Separates together siding new form, 
Integral entities conglomerate. 
By accordances, synthenicity, 
Continuity itself refreshes. 
 
 
 
Twelve  
 
Well placed under distance’s thick cover, 
That at ends does infinitely approach. 
To time’s continuous voracity, 
A working universe in toil feeds. 
No two things one place at once containing, 
No space so voidly state nothing happens. 
Where could future’s presence wait arrival, 
In totality completely active? 
Which regions storing past fully resting, 
That not somehow to living fabric sown? 
Operates phenomenal employment, 
Full vessel compassing aspects entire. 
How measureless the shape of all consists, 
So beauteous complete itself informs. 
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Thirteen  
 
Mindful previosity attending, 
Earlier knowledge’s swift agents reached. 
Governing known-and-naming’s growing shape, 
Resonating thought through conscious being. 
Attainment’s symbol marking earned passage, 
Bits combinant does language represent. 
Until all ways do all ways always meet, 
Must examples speak what existence lacks. 
Collectivity’s assuming manner, 
Cultured moments into history built. 
Encompassing agreement’s connection, 
In matters heart passion’s significance. 
Fulfillment alternatives access gains, 
When no longer ways oppose abrasive. 
 
 
 
Fourteen  
 
In a moment’s waiting will after be, 
Pause introducing future’s arrival. 
Endure steady stillness contemplating, 
Patience internalization allows. 
Though days not known take hoping’s dreamy form, 
Turns between guide minute’s unyet action. 
Preparation’s suggestive insurance 
Must follow situation’s unsympath. 
Wanting’s giddy plan approaches worship, 
Assuming governed latitudes become. 
Flexibility, acceptance’s spine, 
Uncertainty, expectation’s close. 
Hesitation’s present sign discerning, 
Time spent notice taking leads succession. 
 
 
 
Fifteen  
 
Dream of a poem that will change mankind, 
Some lofty, noble sentiment in verse, 
In simple poignant metered eloquence, 
Eccentric free fantasticality, 
Of every heart and mind with moving speech. 
Word initiated proposition, 
How all together separately collect. 
Individuality acknowledge, 
Each single personal and common aim. 
Statements with formal implications find, 
From deepest human aspects reference draw. 
Existing wholeness loving unify, 
Embracing multiplicity in thought. 
Tribute’s universality unveil. 
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Sixteen  
 
Death’s discovery being requires, 
Slips not nothing’s passage into nothing. 
Experience filling living moments, 
Substance in existence’s illusion. 
Origin removed, future undisclosed, 
Losing in-between’s accumulations. 
Circumstances built on uncertainty, 
With invention given’s acceptance mix. 
What’s outward done decays, while disappears 
Most intimate understanding within. 
Life unwarranted includes an ending, 
Re-starting where once sense’s package burst? 
Release’s gate embodied must approach, 
Through opening in structured universe. 
 
 
 
Seventeen 
 
Essential correlations ancient drawn, 
Proving timeless endeavored pattern’s run. 
Insight continuous trickles throughout, 
Circulation’s formed undercurrency. 
Only that which light reflects sight catches, 
Unseen character light’s support contains. 
Unique instance individualates, 
Active tradition’s illumination. 
Novelty, creation’s false appearance, 
Proportional re-arrangement only. 
Enshrouded in insensibility, 
Principle motions governing givens. 
Vast resemblances interconnecting, 
Grasp enigmatic’s representation. 
 
 
 
Eighteen  
 
Manifold entirety represent, 
By sectioning make wholeness implicit. 
Using honesty’s one unblind eyepiece, 
Call illusion part and build completeness. 
Separates re-bracket so all edges meet, 
Endless re-organization include. 
All things’s behavior mark, allowing change, 
Living freedom in expectation’s lack. 
Reflective fragments, echoes re-attach, 
Experience’s full constitution. 
Reconcile, connecting polarity, 
While circularizing opposition. 
See all-inclusion’s illumination, 
Continuity re-telling anew. 

 


